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ABOUT US
For more than 25 years, Le Comptoir du Caviar has been sourcing
and conditionning caviar from the best farms around the world as
well as manufacturing its own tarama recipes to supply professionals.
Based on these strong assets, Le Comptoir du Caviar develops now
its own retail brand with a disruptive positionning in order to initiate
the new generation of foodies with a festive and accessible use of
«uninhibited» caviar.
With the opening of its concept store “Epicerie & table de la mer”, 23
Bd Malesberbes in Paris, the brand displays its values of accessibility,
sharing, and pedagogy (a free tasting is always offered before buying
caviar ) in a young, warm and friendly atmosphere.

COMMITMENTS

The caviar industry has experienced major changes in past years, with
the ban on wild caviar and the development of farmed sturgeon.
Because we are convinced that today, companies and their stakeholders
need to work in a spirit of social and environmental responsability (CSR),
we strive as a distributor, to support the caviar industry and focus on
three main points :
•

Highlight the work of our producers

•

Provide transparent communication to the consumer on the origins
and quality of our caviars

•

Promote accessibility, pedagogy and new ways of consuming caviar

On the basis of these commitments, we are pleased to announce that we
are now a member of the Club «Acting for the Planet», a WWF-France
initiative aimed at bringing together comitted SMEs.
Because the sustainability of wild sturgeons is a key issue for the entire
industry, we are particularly proud to support the WWF Wild Sturgeon
Safeguard program.
In 2019, our sponsoring donations will finance the purchase of electronics
trackers for Danube sturgeons to prevent their poaching.
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In Le Comptoir du Caviar’s workshop, located in Yvelines,
our operators package caviars and manufacture our tarama
everyday. The workshop, certified IFS (International Food
Standard) ensures the control of the safety and quality of
the products sold by Le Comptoir du Caviar. Thus, the house
is part of the very limited circle of French brands authorized
to package their own caviars from original boxes.
CAVIAR
Le Comptoir du Caviar’s success is based on a methodical
selection. Each farm and each sturgeon produce a unique
caviar. For monitoring the selection quality, Le Comptoir
du Caviar operators test each original box of caviar before
packaging it to ensure a perfect and regular taste.
FISH ROE
In addition to caviars, Le Comptoir du Caviar selects the best
fish roe around the world. Pacific salmon eggs - pasteurised
or not - cod eggs from Iceland or trout eggs, sea urchin coral
etc.
TARAMA
Like an emulsion, the taramas are made from icelandic cod
eggs, mixed with bread crumbs, lemon juice and rapeseed
oil. They are lactose free. Le Comptoir du Caviar use only
natural colorants: beet powder, turmeric powder or the
ingredients themselves (Espelette pepper, sea urchin coral,
etc.) Beside our tarama recipe, Le Comptoir du Caviar offers
a large range of taramas composed of different fish roe and
spices.
BLINIS
Le Comptoir du Caviar’s blinis are made by our partner : a
Breton crepe maker. Thanks to an exclusive recipe based
on fresh eggs and fresh cheese, our blinis have an unique
softness.

C AV I A R

SELECTION
For twenty years, all the aquaculture farms in the world have been
perfecting their production methods, in order to offer an equivalent
product to the wild resource.
Le Comptoir du Caviar’s success is based on a methodical selection
and a quality monitoring. Farms supply Le Comptoir du Caviar in
Uruguay, Poland, Bulgaria, China and France. The brand keeps on
prospecting potential partners to offer new exceptionnal caviars.

PACKAGING
Packaging is the most delicate step in our profession. Thanks to
our qualified operators, mainly present for more than 20 years in
the company, packaging expertise is an in-house training, requiring
commitment, patience and passion.
This skill, performing female-predominant, induces to handle caviars
with care and to fill boxes manually respecting the product.

BAERII

SPECIE

The Acipenser Baerii comes from the Siberian sturgeon, this kind of caviar
is the most widespread sturgeon specie because it is the first to have been
raised. It is also the one that reaches sexual maturity the fastest (from 6 to 8
years).
Le Comptoir du Caviar has selected two farms for this variety.
Origin : Poland
Egg Size : small to medium
Color : grey to black
Texture : soft and melty
Taste : strong and iodized

BAERII

20g

50g

125g

250g

500g

Origin : France
Egg size : small to medium
Color : grey to black
Texture : soft and melty
Taste : strong and iodized

CAVIAR
D’AQUITAINE

20g

50g

125g

250g

500g

THE FARMS
In Poland, Le Comptoir du Caviar has selected a farm with optimal environmental
conditions: 4000 hectares Natura 2000* composed of 2000 hectares of lakes
and 700 hectares of basins and canals that enable the breeding of sturgeons in
the best conditions.
For its Caviar d’Aquitaine, the Comptoir du Caviar has selected one of the leading
French producers. With more than 10 sites in Aquitaine, the farm is part of the
group «Caviar d’Aquitaine», defending the values and commitment of producers
of this origin.
* Natura 2000 : European natural or semi-natural sites with a high heritage value by the exceptional flora and fauna they
contain.

SCHRENKII X DAURICUS
SPECIE
Le Comptoir du Caviar has selected the Acipenser Schrenkii X Huso Dauricus caviar.
This kind of sturgeon comes from China, cousin of Beluga (known for the size of its
grains) and Oscietre (known for its delicacy).

Origin : China
Egg size : medium to big
Color : brown to golden
Texture : firm and crunchy
Taste : soft and subtil

SCHRENKII X
DAURICUS

20g

50g

125g

250g

500g

THE FARM
Le Comptoir du Caviar has selected Amur Farm as partner, the only caviar producer
in Yunnan. The altitude breeding guarantees a pure water, directly from the mountain
source.

OSCIETRE
SPECIE
The Oscietre caviar comes from the Acipenser Gueldenstaedtii sturgeon. It is one of
the famous Caspian Sea variety with Sevruga and Beluga.
The Osciètre caviar selected by Le Comptoir du Caviar should allow the nostalgic to
relive forgotten emotions from the wild ressource.

Origin : Uruguay and Poland
Egg size : medium
Color : black to golden
Texture : firm and melty
Taste : iodized and long in taste

OSCI≥TRE

20g

50g

125g

250g

500g

THE FARMS
In Poland, Le Comptoir du Caviar has selected a farm with optimal environmental
conditions: 4000 hectares Natura 2000* composed of 2000 hectares of lakes
and 700 hectares of basins and canals allowing the breeding of sturgeons in the
best conditions.
In Uruguay, sturgeons are breeding in ideal environmental conditions between the
the Rio Negro River - from the southern of Brazil to cross Uruguay - and Baygorria
Lake. First, they are bred in Baygoria Lake, then moved in basins, fed by river
water. Thoses conditions are closed to the natural environment of sturgeons.

* Natura 2000 : European natural or semi-natural sites with a high heritage value by the exceptional flora and fauna they
contain.

BELUGA
SPECIE
With an exceptional weight (more than 1 ton) and longevity more than a century
old, the Beluga sturgeon - Huso huso in Latin - has forged its reputation at the
wild ressource time.
Its breeding is the most complex because it takes about fifteen years to reach
sexual maturity and to harvest caviar, (about double time of the other varieties).

Origin : Bulgary
Egg size : medium to big
Color : grey
Texture : soft and melty
Taste : buttery and long in taste

BELUGA

50g

125g

250g

500g

THE FARM
This Bulgarian breeding is characterized by its mountain lakes depth (80m). Pionneer
in Belugo breeding, this farm have older females that garantee an optimal maturation of
eggs an giving them an exceptional quality.

A CAVIAR TO COOK?
DISCOVER OUR PASTEURIZED CAVIAR!
The Comptoir du Caviar team imagined a caviar to cook. To sublimate a sauce
with some grains of madness, add it pasteurized caviar!

HOW DOES IT WORK ?
Thanks to the pasteurization, the texture of the grains is strengthen to support the
cooking and the caviar retains its singular taste.
To obtain an equivalent texture to a fresh caviar, simply heat the pasteurized one
in your preparations ...

50g

THE MUST ?
Its small price : 16 € for 50g - 320 € le kg (excluded charges)
Use-by date guarantee: 4 month

TA R A M A

RECIPE
Like an emulsion, the taramas are made from icelandic cod eggs, mixed
with bread crumbs, lemon juice and rapeseed oil. They are lactose
free. We use only natural colorants: beet powder, turmeric powder or
the ingredients themselves (Espelette pepper, sea urchin coral, etc.)
and only one preservative, for a professional guaranted shelf-life of 35
days in glass and 21 days in plastic pot. Our taramas are available in 10
exclusive recipes: plain, crab, caviar, summer truffle, tobiko wasabi, sea
urchin coral, bottarga, trout eggs etc.

Gluten

Fish

Traces of shellfish

Lactose free

RAW MATERIALS
Le Comptoir du Caviar selects the best fish roe. MSC (Marine
Stewardship Council) cod eggs - the basic ingredients needed to make
taramas are selected in Iceland. For each fishery, the eggs pockets
(rogues) are washed, sorted, deseeded, frozen, then thawed, salted,
smoked over FSC (Forest Stewardship Council) beech wood, packaged
and pasteurized.
Trout eggs, sea urchin coral, botargo, tobiko wasabi etc. come as
ingredients to complement our recipes.

EXPERTISE
Taramas producers for 25 years, Le Comptoir du Caviar teams have
acquired the experience and the perfect control of the recipes. Thus,
they know how to obtain a soft, creamy and perfect texture for each
preparation. The production is semi-artisanal: each production is
dosed manually and visually controlled.

THE CLASSICS

PINK TARAMA 25%
With 25% of the best quality of cod eggs,
this tarama is plain. Its beautiful pink color is
obtained thanks to beet powder, a natural dye.
Use-by date guarantee: 35 days in glass and
21 days in plastic pot.

90g

100g

500g

1 Kg

WHITE TARAMA 40 %
Made with 40% of the best cod eggs, this
tarama offers soft and unctuous iodized notes.
Use-by date guarantee: 35 days in glass and
21 days in plastic pot.

90g

100g

500g

1 Kg

THE UNANIMOUS

TROUT EGGS TARAMA
Its nice pink color (enhanced by beetroot
powder) added by delicate firm orange trout
eggs will make steal your heart ! !
Available in glass pot only.
Use-by date guarantee: 35 days.

90g

CRAB TARAMA
The crab meat recipe adored by kids and
grown-up !
Use-by date guarantee: 35 days in glass and
21 days in plastic pot.

90g

100g

500g

1 Kg

THE UNUSUALS

TOBIKO WASABI TARAMA
An exclusive recipe based on Tobiko (flying
fish roe) and Wasabi. A non-spicy but tasty
flavor that explodes in mouth.
Use-by date guarantee: 35 days in glass and
21 days in plastic pot.

90g

100g

500g

ESPELETTE PEPPER TARAMA
(Re)discover the inimitable taste of Espelette
Pepper in a subtly strong tarama.
Use-by date guarantee: 35 days in glass and
21 days in plastic pot.

90g

500g

THE ELEGANTS
SAFFRON TARAMA
With its yellow color, emblematic of this rare
spice, the saffron tarama reveals a delicate
bitterness. Our team has selected a saffron,
grown a few kilometers from our Mulcent
workshop in Yvelines (78).
Use-by date guarantee: 35 days in glass and
21 days in plastic pot.

90g

500g

SUMMER TRUFFLE TARAMA
Filled with truffle chips, this tarama reveals
its singularity and powerful taste.
Use-by date guarantee: 35 days in glass and
21 days in plastic pot.

90g

100g

500g

CAVIAR TARAMA
A tasty match between first quality smocked
Island cod roe and caviar.
Use-by date guarantee: 35 days in glass and
21 days in plastic pot.

90g

500g

THE MEDITARRANEANS

SEA URCHIN CORAL TARAMA
This recipe joins at perfection sea urchin’s
iodine and delicate smocked tarama flavor.
Use-by date guarantee: 35 days in glass and
21 days in plastic pot.

90g

100g

500g

1 Kg

BOTTARGA TARAMA
Mediterranean delicacy, bottarga is the
name for dried and smocked mullet eggs that
highlights the taste of this tarama.
Use-by date guarantee: 35 days in glass and
21 days in plastic pot.

90g

500g

FISH ROE

SALMON ROE
These salmon roes come from wild Keta salmon (MSC labels), this salmon is
caught in the Northeast Pacific (Alaska in summer and Canada / Washington
State in autumn). Wild Keta salmon can reach 24.8 to 27.17 inch and can weigh
between 3.97 and 13 lb, this spiece is not recognized for its flesh (too firm and
fleshy) but for its roe, the best ones.

PASTEURISTED SALMON ROES
Wild Pacific Keta salmon
Le Comptoir du Caviar has selected the
Pacific Keta salmon roes. Perfectly mature,
this flavour-rich product combines its delicate
skin with a vibrant orange colour.
Use-by date guarantee: 35 days in pasteurised
glass pot.

50g

100g

UNPASTEURISED SALMON ROES
Wild Pacific Keta salmon
For a more robust flavour and exceptional
form, Le Comptoir du Caviar recommends
unpasteurised salmon roes.
Use-by date guarantee:
unpasteurised glass pot.

100g

1 kg

35

days

in

TROUT ROE
Native from the Noth American Pacific, (between Alaska and Mexico), the
Rainbow Trout is the most widespread.
Trout roe production is very delicate and requires special farming conditions
and expertise. Trout roe for human consumption are produced by 2 years
old females, who must not fertilize. The egg-laying season takes place in
winter, between November and January, it is also at this time that the roe
are taken from the fish farms. The roe are collected by hand and packaged
in buckets as soon as they are harvested. They are then sorted, salted and
packaged as soon as possible.

OEUFS DE TRUITE

Our trout roe come from European farms.
This product not only looks attactive, but
taste great too.
Use-by date guarantee:
pasteurised glass pot.

90g

500g

90

days

in

COD EGGS
Le Comptoir du Caviar has selected from its Icelandis partner these cod roe
(MSC labels).
These eggs come from wild cod, caught between February and March by small
boats in the cold and pure waters of Iceland. With each fishing, the roe are
washed, sorted, frozen, then thawed, salted, smoked with FSC beech wood,
packaged and pasteurized.

SMOKED COD ROE
GRADE A
Use-by date guarantee: 21 days.

300g

TOBIKO & MASAGO
TOBIKO
Tobiko is the Japanese word for the Flying-Fish Roe. With an orange color,
these eggs can be embellished with wasabi, the famous Japanese mustard.
Very crunchy in the mouth, these grains are small, ranging from 0.5 to 0.8 mm.
MASAGO
Masago means capelin roe. Soy-flavored when they are oranges and wasabi
when they are green. The masago is thinner than the tobiko.
Tobiko and Masago are fishing in wild conditions in Iceland.

TOBIKO
Use-by date guarantee:
60 days in glass pot and 6
months in frozen pack.

100g

500g

MASAGO
Use-by date guarantee:
6 months in frozen pack.

1Kg

SEA URCHIN CORAL
Sea urchins are fished in Iceland pure waters from October to February. Our
sea urchin coral is proposed without conservative. The main features of this
beautiful product are iodine, delicacy and long-lasting taste in the mouth.

CORAIL D’OURSIN
Use-by date guarantee: 90 days in glass pot
and 6 months in frozen pack.

50g

2Kg

LUMPFISH ROE
Le Comptoir du Caviar has selected from its Icelandic partner these red
and black lumpfish roe..
These roes come from wild lumpfish fished around the island in the cold
and pure waters of northern and eastern Iceland. The consumption of
lumpfish varies according to the sex. Males are exclusively sold in the
local market, while females are exploited for their roe.
With an iodized taste, these gray eggs are prepared by brining, then
colored red or black to make them more appealing, the taste remains the
same despite the color.

BLACK LUMPFISH ROE
Use-by date guarantee: 90 days in glass pot.

100g

340g

RED LUMPFISH ROE
Use-by date guarantee: 90 days in glass pot

100g

340g

BLINIS

A STRONG PARTNERSHIP
Le Comptoir du Caviar’ blinis are produced by our crepe maker
partner, located in Morbihan (Brittany).
Crepes and blinis producer for more than 20 years, on a very
hightend segment (made to measure, size, taste etc.) we had the
opportunity to develop our own recipe, on two diffrent sizes.

THE RECIPE
Le Comptoir du Caviar blinis are made from an exclusive recipe
made from French wheat flour, sunflower oil (from European
Union), fresh eggs and fresh cheese made from French fresh cow
milk, without additives.
This tailor-made recipe confers incomparable mellowness to Le
Comptoir du Caviar blinis.

Gluten

Egg

Lactose

BLINIS
MINI BLINIS x 16 pieces
Le Comptoir du Caviar original recipe
Use-by date guarantee: 21 days.
Available in frozen on pallet.

135g

BLINIS x 4 pieces
Le Comptoir du Caviar original recipe
Use-by date guarantee: 21 days.
Available in frozen on pallet.

200g

COCKTAIL BLINIS x 30 pieces
Use-by date guarantee: 21 days.
Available in frozen on pallet.

135g

